GROUP 1
Describe how one of your schools has changed on their journey as a Creative School - what changes have you noticed?
Consider teachers, learners, leaders, pedagogy, curriculum planning and delivery, youth voice, engagement, partnerships
and any other changes. There is a text box for each CA.
Small developing school, a new Community National School with 5 multi-grade classrooms. Still very early days but the school
through the 'Understand' process have managed to connect the dots with some of the challenges and areas for development
they face as a new school, with the possibilities that creativity may offer.
The school has an extremely transient student population with a high proportion of EAL learners (for example the entire Junior
Infant classroom use English as an additional language). Students regularly come and go due to the housing crisis and the
challenges facing migrant families. The school is new and still trying to create its own sense of 'identity' as a school whilst
fostering a sense of belonging in their students.
Creative conversations with leadership and management, workshops with the students and surveys with the teachers helped
us to explore how embedding creativity could play a part in supporting the school to foster a sense of collective identity and
belonging.
Moving forward we have identified activities that will supprt this vision- graphic design workshops and creating a child led
school crest. A portrait photography project, and the creation of a picture book led by a children's author 'The Story of Our
School'.
Small DEIS School - 50 students, rural area. Initial conversation with coordinator & principal "we aren't a creative school".
Created a 'staff zoom induction' during 1st lockdown, to get staff onboard with CS, and when staff were asked to "draw with
pen between toes" it became a turning point. Staff switched into creative engagement. Conversations opened up. Teachers
developed a trust in CA, and relationships formed. Voice of student became the new focus, and 'allowing the student to lead'
became a new position. This took time, and much revisiting with management, before adapting. High functioning classroom
was embraced, and started to be incorporated in to the zoom workshops - as much a covid19 distancing allowed. Action
research was the method used to allow for an end goal on first phase, in response to management request for 6th class final
product before leaving in June. This gave space for student centered project, which was under the theme of "what does
creativity mean to you". Handing over autonomy to students was a new concept and the uncertainty had to be navigated and
discussed, to keep the space open to student decision making. The end outcome was a fully developed and executed
school yard mural, created in full by the students, and painted by 6th class, with help from each student, which principal
refers to as a "living mural' which can grow over future years, with all new students year after year. Full embrace of creativity
& lundi model.
In another school - 150 students, they NEVER had a student council. This became their focus for the understanding phase. it
was completely student lead, and led to voting at student created in school voting booths!! Student centered lead became a
new approach
The school has become very proactive in searching for and sourcing their creative projects facilitators and a lot of the ideas are now
coming from the teachers, as well as the students - the student council is very active and proactive, they discuss ideas with their
teachers and the principal. Main change is the independence they have all gained, but also the realisation that there is a whole
netwwork and support system around them and they can tap into it easily.

Describe how one of your schools is evolving in the programme. There is a text box for each CA.
The school's Creative coordinator has worked a lot on the develop-celebrate documents and put together a whole
programme of events for the celebration week - my role in this was just to add the main project and co-ordinate the comms
between the schools=and the artists -faciitators. This shows how indepenedent and pro-active the school has become in
plaaning and devising their creative programme. The idea is to keep the Celebration week as an anuual event as it gives
focus to each year's creative journey and allow everyone to look back and appreciate the work that went into delivering the
programme, and also to acknowledge the enjoyment of the creative projects/activities that the students took part and the
accomplishment.

GROUP 2
Describe how one of your schools has changed on their journey as a Creative School what changes have you noticed?
Consider teachers, learners, leaders, pedagogy, curriculum planning and delivery, youth
voice, engagement, partnerships and any other changes. There is a text box for each CA.
Shift from school believing they were already doing loads of creative things and giving the
impression they were trying to prove themselves as creative, to lowering some kind of
defensive stance and allowing themselves to be more vulnerable, to be open to the idea
that there is a more expansive/deeper possibility for embedding creativity at the school and
that it can extend beyond annual Christmas performances and drawing in the class to all
kinds of potential!
School working as a creative community - staff working together. Voice of different children
being more heard and reflected – especially ones with learning challenges who may not
have been as included before.
Students more involved with creativity in an ongoing, self generated way. All students
involved in various programmed creative activities.
Partnership with local artists - school looking ahead to applying for funding to develop
projects that begun as part of the CS work.
Children and teachers engage in a process of creative thinking around how the school
might grow its capacity to deliver creative teaching and learning. Both children and
teachers have been introduced to new art forms and practices.
the creative school process is visible in the new wildflower garden planted with the
children's ideas. The changes are mostly yet to come!
Describe how one of your schools is evolving in the programme. There is a text box for
each CA.
At first the school was reluctant to see that there could be room for growth, and it was a
process to support them to feel that they were not being asked to perform or to demonstrate
how they were already meeting every benchmark, but rather that Creative Schools is a
programme that celebrates the process of reflection on what already exists creatively as well
as, importantly, how the creativity can growth and shift and become, with the voice of the
child at the centre. Thinking about choice and centering the child is an ongoing learning
process for the school and they are slowly coming around to it, and as the teachers and
admin engage with the workshops and surveys I think they are becoming increasingly aware
of the benefits and importance of centering the children's voice and simultaneously
accumulating more tools with which to do this.

GROUP 3
Describe how one of your schools has changed on their journey as a Creative School - what changes
have you noticed?
Consider teachers, learners, leaders, pedagogy, curriculum planning and delivery, youth voice,
engagement, partnerships and any other changes. There is a text box for each CA.
Broader understanding of all that creativity encompasses and how skills are transferrable across the
curriculum
Engagement with national arts institutions that wasn't possible before
How to facilitate the voice of the marginalised child
To feel that creativity is a safe space for the whole community
Openness to new experiences
Willingness to take risks
After initial positive engagement the increased pressure and workload on teachers due to covid lockdowns
has led to less willingness in staff to engage with the creative schools programme.
Alongside this the school community has been engaged more then ever before., The focus of a school
garden and a call for engagment from families has led to grandparents and parents working with kids at
home to produce bird-boxes and planters. Delivering these has led to increased engagment between the
school and the families.

Describe how one of your schools is evolving in the programme. There is a text box for each CA.
Strong connection with Principal and coordinator and needing to build wider school
Using creativity to address wellbeing
Having engaged in lots of taster activities we don't know where the plan is going yet
The need to reach the marginalised child is very important and the plan needs to have flexibility and
responsive.
The children have more awareness of themselves as creative people
They are able to make their own connections
Their is a need for regional/ national programmes of excellence for Youth theatre/ youth dance as we are
lacking in this area Offaly
Expansion of pre-existing awarenes of the value of the voice of the child. Teachers were doing it but a more
conscious awarenes of how and why has led to a more focused approach from the teachers. The children
find it easier to open up and engage creativly. This is becoming a habit and and leading to more
collaborative conversations between, teachers and students
Understand sessions with the staff have led to improved co-opperation among staff and sharing of
responcibilities.

Exploring new modes of ongoing creative work within the school - music, gardening, drama.
Embedding Creative work in the school calendar throughout the year

Describe howGROUP
one of 4
your schools has changed on their journey as a Creative School - what
changes have you noticed?
Consider teachers, learners, leaders, pedagogy, curriculum planning and delivery, youth voice,
engagement, partnerships and any other changes. There is a text box for each CA.
My school has changed in surprising ways as it was a very conservative and not open to much
change. when we started the Understand process, I wasnt sure whether much would really change
in the school but gradually things have changed. This was most evident when I returned to the
school in December for the first time since last March. the school including management had really
thrown themselves into making the school a more creative and happy place. Strangely covid made
management and teachers see what a difference creativity can make and this had a huge impact
on everything. Creativity has been embedded into various arts weeks, curriculum and into school
life. There is a Creative Council led by students as well as well having a large group
The journey has been continually frustrated and put back to square one for most of my schools. For
those that have engaged a lot of the effort has been responsive to new circumstances. I don't find it
particularly meaningful to talk about a journey in the circumstances of the last year.
Has remained strongly led by one teach, other teachers had to jump on board out of necessity as
projects were developed and schools worked online/ virtually with artists. We couldn't hear from
the children as much with no outsiders allowed in and teachers feeling overwhelmed. However, a
lot of creativity happened. A Lot of project happened. I'm just not sure that they will be embedded
in the same way as we had planned at the very start. Hopefuly teachers will with time have realised
their own creativity, and use it again. Hopefully thy will retain the relationships they built with artists
virtually
Describe how one of your schools is evolving in the programme. There is a text box for each
CA.
In another school the school is evolving in a magical creative way. Way before Covid the students
wanted more creative things in the outside part of the school. Since Covid the whole of outside
has been transformed into a more creative playground.

GROUP 5
Describe how one of your schools has changed on their journey as a Creative School - what
changes have you noticed?
Consider teachers, learners, leaders, pedagogy, curriculum planning and delivery, youth voice,
engagement, partnerships and any other changes. There is a text box for each CA.
We are finding this difficult to fill as the journey hasn't really started. It feels like schools switched
off and then switched on after Easter, particularly the secondary schools.
We have all changed as a result of this. It is hard to gauge the change if you don't know the
school really well.
The schools were under a lot of pressure and therefore prioritised the core subjects. Interesting
to see how creativity was squeezed out during this time.
Describe how one of your schools is evolving in the programme. There is a text box for each
CA.
School getting to know the creative co-ordinator and consider what is creativity and the aim of
the programme - making fun
schools getting to know the way the programme can work; how it is different to other ways of
working. schools very interested/keen in getting the children involved in any creative activity as
soon as they were able.
Schools when they got the chance they were very keen to participate in creative experiences;
workshops, outdoor activities, anything to do with the arts that would inspire the children or give
the children something extra.

It has been noticeable how impressed one school in particular have been by the process of
student voice. It has enthused them and we will look for opportunities for that to be a feature of
what happens in the school beyond the life of the programme.
Moving beyond simple visual art, and their traditional creative activities. Have broadened their
experiences and brought the children along more varied creative journeys which they've enjoyed.
Staff have found themselves plunged into creative activities, an d having to go with it - and actually
enjoying it! not as intimidating as thye expected. Much more value on voice of child. That was their
biggest surprise, and how I as a facilitaor interact much differently than teachers, and get great
results, bringing out their thoughts

The school is expanding its view of creativity and the arts. A teacher workshop is planned
for August to the explore the conditions of creativity and how these conditions can be
brought into classroom learning. Teacher CPD is an integral part of this process and will be
key to embedding creativity into the long term vision for the school.

One of the secondary schools I am working with are starting to evolve in their thinking of how creativity can be used across
the curriculum and various subject areas for the benefit of the students and think about how they might be able to change
their environment and whole school culture to reflect this. A descreasing uptake of Visual Art at Leaving Certificate level has
been a source of concern in recent years and the school management are beginning to explore the idea that a whole school
culture change may need to occur to see a turnaround in this. Workshops with CA revealed a strength of feeling amongst Art
students that their creativity isn't valued or amplified. The Understand process is illuminating many discoveries that can be
addressed.
One school was completely overwhelmed by the creative schools programme initially. They couldn't imagine how this was
going to work, and the uncertainty was very unsettling for them. However, after building a trusting working relationship with
the management / coordinator (over zoom!) the staff started to embrace the concept of the student having lead role in the
decision making, and execution of the project. They began to see, over the course of a serious of weekly student workshops,
how the students had a very clear voice and were keen to engage in creativity. They also began to see how the students were
able and willing to sit in their uncertainty and explore the options of 'What might be", and "How we might get there". Following
some time, and conversations reflecting on weekly student and programme progress a newly found position of comfort in
uncertainty became apparent. Student and staff were given the space to explore more, and as many needs as possible were
being incorporate week after week. It was no longer an "us & them," hierarchy", it became a new "us, with students leading"
focus.
GROUP 6
Describe how one of your schools has changed on their journey as a Creative School - what changes have you noticed?
Consider teachers, learners, leaders, pedagogy, curriculum planning and delivery, youth voice, engagement,
partnerships and any other changes. There is a text box for each CA.
My primary school has changed their idea of creativity been a product. Covid has ironically forced us all to change our
focus. The teachers were so busy with other work they had to give more power to the children and to me the coordinator.
It was amazing to see how both parents and children led the process and I worked aound meeting their creative needs.
We did lessons via zoom and parents and children sent in their creative pieces. They shared their pieces and gave
positive feedback to each other. The class teachers had in fact little involvement however i think it has revealed to them
how to trust the childs voice, how to allow it to flourish, how they dont need to have t=rigid plans for creative lessons. I
hope to carry this learning into a broader project in Spetmenber. We are now at the point of chossing artists to come in
and engage more deeply. We have to expore who and what we want and how the children will remain the center of the
process.
They experienced a process where the children made decisions thorughout and where the process was about skill and
creative development rather than product led. Also how art can be applied across core curriculum subjects English and
Maths while using a creative process. In this particular school there was great commitment to going with the flow and
acommodating change and adaptation. The processes used also allowed an equitable engagement with the subjects
regardless of level of academic ability which was very welcomed by the teachers. It also allowed discussion around the
different ways of knowing and how we can use engagement in the arts to assess academic progress in a different way.
the understanding of concept of "creativity" and the role of CA was basically non-existent. with restrictions of lockdown,
the communication was limited, however via various set-ups and repeated information offered from various perspectives
for better understanding, there is continuous shift, the understanding of AC, teachers and children is in perpetual
transformation.
Describe how one of your schools is evolving in the programme. There is a text box for each CA.
I was sick for the last 3 months so I need to reestablish relationships with all partners in my school. I look forward to this
as they were very caring and understanding when I was sick and they are eager to create. I will hopefully go into the
school and do some creative activities to reengage and then extend the process of identifying their needs and inviting
artists in. I expect we will spend alot ome trying to hear the voice of the child, the parent and the different teachers.m I
see communciation skills, collaboration and mangament as being important skills for me to use as CA in next year.
However I want to also share my creative skills and training to enable children to work collaboratively and confidently
using their their creativity and instincts. I envisage been in the school for some of the time the visiting artists are working
with the kids.
Though we have not done an evaluation, the teachers have expressed a curiosity and interest in using construction and
the associated activities to build confidence and ability in core subjects. Also to develop and practice the guiding of
the children in a process without prescription. Also to recognise and practice the learning of transversal skills in
engaging in exploratory work.
slowly, but surely. everything comes to personal relationships, we have focused first on establishing the trust in
between participating parties. i have been emphasizing the importance of children's voice, we have designed various
ways of "extracting the information" from them, then information was analyzed by CA and then discussed with AC. the
schools's understanding of creativity is more on "acquiring the skills" for specific art-media, the understanding of
organic creativity more limited, we spend a lot of time of discussing about that. on the end we came to creating plan,
which could help to expand the creativity ideas via resident artists, focusing on creating sustainability plan: basically,
when you understand creative process, you may apply that for anything in contrary of aquiring skills, which are limited
to specific activiy.

GROUP 9
Describe how one of your schools has changed on their journey as a Creative School - what changes have
you noticed?
Consider teachers, learners, leaders, pedagogy, curriculum planning and delivery, youth voice, engagement,
partnerships and any other changes. There is a text box for each CA.
GROUP 7
Describe how one of your schools has changed on their journey as a Creative School - what changes
have you noticed?
Consider teachers, learners, leaders, pedagogy, curriculum planning and delivery, youth voice,
engagement, partnerships and any other changes. There is a text box for each CA.
Children have had more opportunities to participate in and enjoy a variety of creative learning opportunities
Pupils are now central to decision making opportunities for creative practices
Commitment to engaging new voices and perspectives externally (Heritage, Music Generation, parents,
Creative Associate etc)
Reviewed projects implemented and change/adapted/developed as necessary
Croke Park hours have been used for Creative Schools - sharing skills of teachers within the school etc
Schools are more open to other opportunities
The school is more aware of their creative strengths and the areas they want to develop
more open to working with outside experts
more ambitions with their cre\tive plans
more aware of how creativity benefits the whole curriculum
more aware of the importance of the voice of the child

Looking at follow on creative schools post Cr School. Links with Creative schools with support from
Education centre.

Parents with young
children on zooms
seemed to impact
on pedagogy. and
family involvement
in creative activities

Describe how one of your schools is evolving in the programme. There is a text box for each CA.

There is a shared vision for the school due to the creative plan
Aim is to continue to build on projects implemented and to include new projects yearly on a whole school
basis
Awareness of the importance of the creative arts being integrated into all curricular areas
More awareness around the importance of the creative process over the product
Continue to build partnerships with all parties (parent's creative skillset, external agencies etc)
They are taking on more responsibility for creativity
they are being braver
they are more aware of including the voice of the child
the see creativity in more places, they are more aware of creative practices in their school beyond the
traditional arts subjects
they see the value of interacting with creative opportunities and the arts

GROUP 8
Describe how one of your schools has changed on their journey as a Creative School - what changes have you
noticed?
Consider teachers, learners, leaders, pedagogy, curriculum planning and delivery, youth voice, engagement,
partnerships and any other changes. There is a text box for each CA.
Being a TCA, one school was left to me and their journey was dictated by the pandemic and working around those
issues. The school gained a better appreciation as to the value of child voice and how it can be garnered from a
classroom teaching point of view. The school realised the value in introducing something new to the children but
these new experiences were introduced to the school by the children themselves. Therefore the school community
realised that the intrinsic motivation of the children was ignited and the teachers, SNAs, school leaders didn't have to
worry about trying to motivate the children to learn. The school really embraced the collaborative nature of a
creative project. It increased the school's flexibility and fostering relationships between classes and different age
groups. The school were also quite adaptable at changing how they communicated with the whole school
community over the pandemic. Creative Schools allowed teachers from all areas of the school to work together and
allow the children of all different ages to work together. This in turn developed new skills amongst the children.
Lots of very positive changes. I was in a large secondary school with a huge staff. During the Creative Schools
festival, at least 20 of the teachers got absolutely brilliantly involved in very practical ways. And I heard that there
was a huge spin off in the entire staff. The whole school embraced the concept of Creative Schools in a very
practical way and are already saying that the festival, organised in the main by the students will become an annual
event. In this large secondary school, there are many teachers with outside interests and skills who were excited
to share these interests with the students. CS committee were fantastic and they really felt that their voice was
heard. Transformative experience for many of those boys, who were chosen for the committee deliberately for the
opportunity for them to shine ...these boys were definitely not the usual suspects in terms of being chosen for
committees.

Listening to the Child's voice in the school instead of only the Creative School team was a challenge, as they had very set ideas about the programme before they started. Over time their
'understanding' and working through the process helped them pace their expectations and develop a clear picture of what would work best for the school and its community.
They found the activities and resources provided during lockdown helped pace the programme and build their understanding of the programme. it also gave the team time to embrace and
engage with the school and local arts community.
Through extensive communications and much time preparing videos for the children, the programme has engaged all the staff and introduced creativity into activities within the
classrooms.
The coordination team developed more confidence over the two years in communicating with the whole staff about CS progress. I could see clearly that the two members of staff who
worked closely with me gained alot more embodied clarity in their language and way of communicating that aligned more with the values and principles of CS 'creativity in practice'. This
excited me because I feel that they will be advocates and voices for the work that needs to happen and will happen going forward. Due to Covid 19 restrictions, my relationships with the
wider school reduced. It was very much focused between the CA and CS coordinator. I feel that they will be strong leaders and supporters of for example, connecting and including the
children's voice in decision making processes into the future.
One school has developed a strong network to support their vision to include a more sensory enriched curriculum and environment in the school. I think this is a nice legacy to leave the
school with. They have committed to continuing to run a Creative schools advisory group into the future. They recognised how informed and informative children's voice and ideas are in
a creative process.
engagement with schools in helping them understand the process has developed into a more interactive process. Was a learning curve in how they communicate to help co-ordinators
to most effectively use their time when engaging with the process. Conscious of the pressures the school was under and not wanting to push during difficult times meant the process
was slower but in turn that also facilitated more relationship building between the CA and school co-ordinator. Effective communication is still a stumbling block so more support/training
to CA's in how to engage with schools that appear not to be engaging would be helpful.

Describe how one of your schools is evolving in the programme. There is a text box for each CA.

Describe how one of your schools is evolving in the programme. There is a text box for each CA.
My school has come to the end of their Creative School Plan. I feel they have a lot of positive consequences for
being part of the Creative School Plan. The school were able to see the benefits of child voice, eventually. This took
some time to embed this within the staff and even the children themselves. It was a new approach for them. From
open communication the school came to embrace this part of the project. One of which would be relationships. The
school have now a professional relationship with a business, within their proximity who could provide all sorts of
resources suitable for visual projects. The school also gained the experience and established a relationship with 3
practitioners whose expertise they were not aware of previously. Creative Schools introduced this school to new
methods of engaging in activities, they were introduced to new ways of working through a process.
School has seen the benefit of bringing in artists and practitioners. To work with the children but also for the staff to
be inspired/ encouraged/ and upskilled. Slowly they have taken on the value of the child's voice. It takes a while for
the school/ teachers to really take this voice into the centre of the decision making process. It can be tokenistic at
first and needs to be constantly at the forefront of the process and they need to be brought back to that again and
again. Gently and then firmly!!
Exciting to see how the school has made it their own. An annual event. The CS committee has taken ownership of it
and are excited about adding more elements to the Festival next year. They were also brought through the steps of
project managing the festival which is a vital skill and needs to be thoughtful and realistically.

The constant challenges and changes in the school throughout the last year, with lockdown and remote learning, meant that the teaching staff have had to engage in new ways of
teaching. This in turn has meant that the school has had to embrace technology and introduce creative ways of developing relationships with the children and the wider school community.
Through the CS programme, many resources have been put in place now that can be used in future. The children are being heard and their voice is being included in the framework and
planning in the school. There is still much to do as there is one more year for this school, but they are on track to build a plan that will help guide them in future. This is especially important
when there is a constant change of staff and those driving the CS programme in a school.
The coordinator has invested in taking time to build a strong relationship with me as CA. We have figured out how to connect with staff, children and families through different means.
This has received some positive response. But it is no replacement for live in person meeting. Evolution is happening slowly. We moved through the Understand phase with alot of care
and in a spacious manner. The coordinator feels that we have accessed alot of invaluable knowledge that feels very grounding as the school's CS vision is building.

learning the values and needs of the school has been key to the evolving relationship between CA and the school and managing the
expectations between the CA and school co-ordintor has evolved during the programme.

